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Yeh… Hiroshima!!! Now a new era starts in my life. People here have
been doing their great job giving us a warm welcome since the day we
had arrived. Japanese are very fancy and modern, but they still respect
and hold into their culture perfectly. To tell you the truth, first time I
came to Hiroshima University maybe a month ago I felt very doubtful
about the darkness inside the university. I thought, “ How can the
whole university proceed without electricity like that”. Surprisingly,
when I walked pass the hallway the light suddenly turned on by
sensor. This was only one example of how technology in japan works.
I’m going to spend part of my life here with these great people in this
emotional city.
YIN NAROPISEI
In one month ago, if mention to my living in Hiroshima I can’t say
“I’m happy every minute”. Nobody doesn’t meet problems when
you live in abroad at first time liked me, but I could forget it
especially when I visit to “Onomichi”. The first second when I
walk out from Onomichi sta, it make me fall in love immediately.
It’s a city where closed the sea.it’s peace and beautiful views. You
can see a wonderful view if you climb into the top of mountain.
Everyone will be happy if come this city.
Suksawasdi Thanin (Mono)

Although in Japan things are different from my country, I feel
comfortable like I stay in my own place because Japanese people are
very nice. In Japan there are many convenient facilities that make life
easy. But, the lights that will turn on when someone go into that area
always make me scared. I really love atmosphere in the class.
Everyone come in time and when the class start, it has just the
lecturer’s voice and the sound from air-conditioner!!

Pluemprem Patthamaporn (Prai)

If you ask me about my impression about Hiroshima University
in the academic aspect, I can tell you all day long. One of those
is library, only one word: outstanding!! There are thousand of
books arranged in a perfect sequence, friendly friends who
always be ready to help me if I have any problem and
enthusiastic teacher, no doubt.
Peaceful is one of the specific features to say about Hiroshima. I
stay near Hijiyama hill and always enjoy taking a walk up to the
hill for fresh air in my free time. At the top of the hill, the
atmosphere is amazing and the view is extremely beautiful.
I wonder how many exiting things more still waiting for me to
experience !!
[Web
Lamaddress]
Cu Phong (Victor)
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HERE IS SO AMAZING!!! But the thing that
impressed me the most is the people. Last week I got lost on the street
(I have always had trouble in memorizing the roads TT^TT) and a
very kind lady took me home. The university is also astonishing. The
most impressive place, for me, is the library. There are so many books
and a machine used to borrow the books (I love that the most ^v^). I
really enjoy my stay here and I can’t wait to spend 5 more months in
this beautiful city. HIROSHIMA, HERE I COME!!!
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Nguyen Thi Mai Anh (Ca)
It has been more than 1 month since I arrived in Japan . Almost
things are automatically done . The education system is very perfect .
Hiroshima University is bigger than mine . I have a subject named
“ Overview of dentistry “ so I can visit almost departments in
Hiroshima University . Everything is wonderous. We had chances to
do some experiments : staining hematoxylin and eosin, etc !
Hiroshima seems to be more quiet than my country .Not only
Hiroshima but also Japan , every food is absolutely oishiiii !! . I really
love Japan !!!
Ngo Ngoc Phuong Duyen (Na)
As we knew that Hiroshima University is one of the best university in
Japan, so they provide good facilities for their students to make their
students envolving. They also provide many developed machine for
supporting the progress. I'm really thankful that I can experience all of
this. Japan is a great country. Compare it with my country, Japan's
living cost is more expensive, but beside it everything here was really
nice. I'm really happy got this opportunity.
Menta
Being here in Hiroshima is more than a dream comes true and I'm
forever grateful for this. What I really hope to adopt from here is the
amazing studying ethos and I really love the very very conducive
studying environment. I also I love to eat and I really treasure the
moment I try all Japanese cuisine. I also enjoy experiencing new
things, such as Halloween, because we don’t really celebrate
Halloween in Indonesia. Can’t hardly wait for many more exciting
good things to experience! :D
Vemmia Anindita Dharsono / Mia
I experienced a variety of new and different aspects of life in
Japan, starting from language, culture, people, academic,
culinary. In fact, campus library (Bibla Kasumi) in here open 24
hours, feels very different and excited to spend time with friends
there until late of night together. Also compared to my country,
in Hiroshima there are lot of bikes, where pedestrians and
cyclists are in the same sidewalk. I am not good at riding bike,
but I must go to campus and some places with bike, I shall try
my best not to fall down or crashing. I'm ready for all kinds of
new things with new friends in Japan.
Staclyn Ongelina

